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This Way to the EGRESS | Onward! Up A Frightening Creek
"The band’s sound is a colorful collision of ragged rock, skewed eastern European beats,
gipsy ska, sultry tangos and other brands of unclassifiable musical mayhem... This Way to the
EGRESS impresses with their own absolute relentless energy, versatility and voice." —Glide
Magazine
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1.

Voodoo

2.

Whiskey On My Grave * clean version available

If Tom Waits and Patti Smith made a musical lovechild it would sound a bit like EGRESS.
Whether you know them as the “dance band to ring in the end of the world” or by their
“raise a glass and drop a beat” attitude, EGRESS will leave their mark on you as the sixperson troupe cascades onto the stage in an explosion of sound and sight. Described as
equal parts unruly vaudeville, ebullient world-beat and three ring circus, they play an
amalgamation of worldly genres catapulting their audience through time and space with
unexpected shifts of styles, tempos and time signatures.

3.

Cinematic Savior

4.

Mark of the Beast

5.

Chopped Down

6.

See No Evil *clean version available

7.

Rollin’

8.

Ode to Bukowski’s Women

EGRESS is Taylor Galassi (lead vocals, accordion, piano); Sarah Shown (vocals, piano,
violin); John Wentz (tuba, backup vocals); Joe Lynch (trombone, backup vocals); Jaclyn
Kidd (guitar, banjo) and Nick Pecca (drums and percussion). Hailing from a wide variety of
musical backgrounds with a diverse array of influences, EGRESS crafts intricately
arranged audible cocktails which will be sure to make you move. Their rambunctious
stage show generates enough energy to light up a small city while their genre-bending
miscellany leaves the audience wondering what will happen next.

9.

Nelly Mae
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With the successful release of their 2015 album behind them, EGRESS released their fourth
LP, Onward! Up A Frightening Creek. It was recorded at Vibromonk Studios in Brooklyn,
NYC and unleashed onto unsuspecting listeners September 22, 2017. With singles See No
Evil & Rollin’ released 6/27 and 8/10 of 2017 the album closer “Going Home Again” music
video was released September 5th.

10. All we have, we give to you
11. intro (uncredited)
12. Southbound
13. Going Home Again
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